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George Lukdcs was born in 1885 in Hungary. He rose to prominence among a generation of brilliant Budapest intellectuals
which included Karl Mannheim, Bela Bartok, Arnold Hauser and
Zoltan Kodaly. In 1919 and again in 1956, he served as Minister of
Culture in briefly-constituted Hungarian revolutionary governments. Lukdcs is now retired from the Chair of Aesthetics at Budapest University, and has just completed his definitive treatise on
aesthetics.
The works of Lukdcs in English include Studies in European
Realism, The Historical Novel, and Realism in Our Time. When
only nineteen, he was among the founders of the Thalia, Hungary's first little theatre. Thomas Mann described him as "the most
important literary critic of today."
"The Sociology of Modern Drama" is drawn from the author's
German condensation of his study of modern drama, originally
written in Hungarian and finished in 1909. For the complete German version, see Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozial-politik,
Vol. 38 (1914), 303-345, 662-706. Ellipses indicate deletions.
-Translator's Note
Modern drama is the drama of the bourgeoisie; modern drama
Copyright, ? 1965, by Lee Baxandall.
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is bourgeois drama. By the end of our discussion, we believe, a
real and specific content will have filled out this abstract formulation....
The drama has now taken on new social dimensions1. This development became necessary, and necessary at this particular time,
because of the specific social situation of the bourgeoisie. For
bourgeois drama is the first to grow out of conscious class confrontation; the first with the set intention of expressing the patterns of thought and emotion, as well as the relations with other
classes, of a class struggling for power and freedom.... Although in
Elizabethan drama the representatives of several classes appear,
the true human beings, the dramatic characters, are derived on
the whole from a single class. Infrequently, we find a figure that
represents the petty nobility, as in Arden of Feversham. The lower
classes merely take part in comic episodes, or they are on hand
simply so their inferiority will highlight the refinements of the
heroes. For this reason, class is not decisive in structuring the
character and action of these plays....
A new determinant is joined to the new drama: value judgment. In the new drama not merely passions are in conflict, but
ideologies, Weltanschauungen, as well. Because men collide who
come from differing situations, value judgments must necessarily
function as importantly, at least, as purely individual characteristics.... The moral outlooks of Hamlet and Claudius, and even of
Richard and Richmond, are at bottom identical. Each man is
'Discussed in detail in a portion of the essay here omitted, which
dealt chiefly with development of the stage as an institution. Lukacs
argues that truly bourgeois plays were first written by the Germans
Lenz, Grabbe,Goethe, Schiller,and others who were the first dramatists
to develop historicistideas. Emphasisupon reasonedargument,together
with environmentaldeterminism,is seen to distinguishbourgeois playwrights from their predecessors,who had enjoyed spontaneous communicationwith their audiencesby virtue of sharedreligious sensibility.
Accordingto Lukacs,this unity was shatteredby a new rationalism,introduced to society by the bourgeoisie'sorganizationof economy and
social relations along the most productive lines. The playwright
found
himself isolated from the broad public; he producedintellectualistcompositions for minorityaudiences,while the public, cut off alike from the
rationaliststageand fromreligiousdrama,sought theatreofferingamusement for its own sake. The Little Theatre movement which emerged
after 1885soughtto provide bourgeoisdramawith a stage,but with poor
results.-Translator's note.
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resolute, and feels contemptible if he acts contrary to this moral
view. Claudius knows the murder of his brother to be a sin; he is
even incapable of seeking motives that might justify his action,
and it is inconceivable that he would attempt a relativist justification (as Hebbel's Herodes will, following the murder of Aristobolus). Also the "skeptical" and "philosophical" Hamlet never for
a moment doubts that he is impelled as though by categorical imperative to seek blood revenge. So long as he remains incapable
of acting as he knows he must, he feels sinful and blameworthy.
Hegel is therefore correct when he says the deeds of Shakespeare's
heroes are not "morally justified." For the ethical value judgment
of that epoch rested upon such solid metaphysical foundations,
showed such little tolerance for any kind of relativity, and gained
universality from such mystic, non-analyzable emotions, that no
person violating it-for whatever reasons and motive-could
justify his act even subjectively. His deed could be explained by
his soul's condition, but no amount of reasoning could provide
absolution....
The conflict of generations as a theme is but the most striking
and extreme instance of a phenomenon new to drama, but born of
general emotion. For the stage has turned into the point of intersection for pairs of worlds distinct in time; the realm of drama is
one where "past" and "future," "no longer" and "not yet," come
together in a single moment. What we usually call "the present"
in drama is the occasion of self-appraisal; from the past is born
the future, which struggles free of the old and of all that stands
in opposition. The end of each tragedy sees the collapse of an entire world. The new drama brings what in fact is new, and what
follows the collapse differs qualitatively from the old; whereas in
Shakespeare the difference was merely quantitative. Looked at
from an ethical perspective: the bad is replaced by the good, or by
something better than the old, and at any rate decidedly different
in kind. In G6tz von Berlichingen Goethe depicts the collapse of a
world; a tragedy is possible in this case only because Gotz was
born at that particular time. A century or perhaps even a generation earlier, and he would have become a hero of legend, perhaps
rather like a tragi-comic Don Quixote; and a scant generation
later as well, this might have been the result....
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What we are discussing here is the increased complexity which
determines dramatic character. We find it can be viewed from different sides, in numerous perspectives; characters in the new drama
are more complicated than in the old, threads that are more intricate run together and knot with one another and with the external world, to express the interrelationship. In turn the concept
of the external world grows more relative than ever. We have
said of the drama that, in general, destiny is what confronts man
from without. In Greek and even in Shakespearean drama we can
still easily distinguish between man and his environment, or,
speaking from the viewpoint of drama, between the hero and his
destiny. But now these lines of division have blurred. So much of
the vital center streams out to the peripheries, and so much streams
from there into the vital center of man, that the concepts which
distinguish man from his environment, flesh from spirit, free will
from circumstance, hero from destiny, character from situation,
are nearly deprived of meaning in the face of the complexity of
constant interactions. Destiny is what comes to the hero from without. If we are to continue composing dramas, we must hold to this
definition regardless of whether it is true in life; otherwise we
would find it impossible to maintain the contending parties in
equilibrium (supposing a two-dimensional composition), nor
would there be foreground or background.... Most simply, what
must be located is the equilibrium between man and the external
world; the relation of a man to his action, to the extent that his
action is really still his.
The more that circumstances define man, the more difficult this
problem seems, and the more the very atmosphere appears to absorb all into itself. Man, distinct contours, no longer exist; only
air, only the atmosphere. All that modern life has introduced by
way of enriching the perceptions and emotions seems to vanish
into the atmosphere, and the composition is what suffers....
To what extent is modern man the enactor of his actions? In
his actions man elaborates his entire being, he arrives at himself
in them: how much are they really his? How much is the vital
center of man really deep within him? This relation will be the
prime determinant of style in every drama. All stylization, all
structure bases itself on where the one and the other diverge and
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coincide, how the one determines the other.... All reflection on
the drama comes to this: how does man achieve a tragic action?
Is it indeed he who achieves it? By what means? The question
truly at the bottom of the theory of tragic guilt is this: did the
tragic personage really do his tragic deed, and if he did not, can it
be tragic? And the real meaning of "constructing the guilt" exists
in building bridges between the deed and the doer, in finding a
point from which one will see that all proceeds from within
despite every opposition, a perspective which rescues the autonomy
of tragic man....
We have to ask whether there can still be a drama. The threat to
it is indisputably great, and in naturalism, for instance, we see
that it virtually ceases to be dramatic. And yet only the origin of
the mutually-opposing forces has been altered; the forces themselves must not be allowed in turn to grow so out of balance that a
drama is not possible. In other words, we are faced in the final
analysis with a problem of expression, and need not necessarily
concern ourselves with the problem of the drama's existence. It
matters little whether the will which is set against destiny originates entirely from within; it matters as little whether it is free
or constrained, or determined by circumstances of whatever sort.
These matters count for little, because a drama remains possible
so long as the dynamic force of the will is strong enough to nourish
a struggle of life and death dimensions, where the entire being is
rendered meaningful.
Hebbel was the first to recognize that the difference between
action and suffering is not quite so profound as the words suggest; that every suffering is really an action directed within, and
every action which is directed against destiny assumes the form of
suffering. Man grows dramatic by virtue of the intensity of his
will, by the outpouring of his essence in his deeds, by becoming
wholly identical with them. So long as this capacity retains sufficient force to symbolize the entirety of man and his destiny, the
displacement earlier noted results merely in a new form of the
same relation. The heroes of the new drama-in comparison to
the old-are more passive than active; they are acted upon more
than they act for themselves; they defend rather than attack; their
heroism is mostly a heroism of anguish, of despair, not one of bold
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aggressiveness. Since so much of the inner man has fallen prey to
destiny, the last battle is to be enacted within. We can best summarize by saying that the more the vital motivating center is displaced outward (i.e., the greater the determining force of external
factors), the more the center of tragic conflict is drawn inward; it
becomes internalized, more exclusively a conflict in the spirit.
For up to a certain limit, the inner powers of resistance upon
which the spirit can depend become greater and more intense in
direct proportion to the greatness and intensity of the outwardly
opposing forces. And since the hero now is confronted not only
with many more external factors than formerly, but also by actions
which have become not his own and turn against him, the struggle
in which he engages will be heightened into anguish. He must
engage in the struggle: something drives him into it which he cannot resist; it is not his to decide whether he even wishes to resist.
This is the dramatic conflict: man as merely the intersection
point of great forces, and his deeds not even his own. Instead something independent of him mixes in, a hostile system which he
senses as forever indifferent to him, thus shattering his will. And
the why of his acts is likewise never wholly his own, and what he
senses as his inner motivating energy also partakes of an aspect of
the great complex which directs him toward his fall. The dialectical force comes to reside more exclusively in the idea, in the abstract. Men are but pawns, their will is but their possible moves,
and it is what remains forever alien to them (the abstractum)
which moves them. Man's significance consists only of this, that
the game cannot be played without him, that men are the only
possible hieroglyphs with which the mysterious inscription may
be composed....
The new drama is nevertheless the drama of individualism,
and that with a force, an intensity and an exclusiveness no other
drama ever had. Indeed, one can well conceive an historical perspective on the drama which would see in this the most profound
distinction between the old and new drama; such an outlook would
place the beginnings of new drama at the point where individualism commences to become dramatic.... We said previously that
new drama is bourgeois and historicist; we add now that it is a
drama of individualism. And in fact these three formulas express
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a single point of demarcation; they merely view the parting of
ways from distinct vantage-points. The first perspective is the
question of sociological basis, the foundation on which the other
two are based and from which they grow. It states simply that the
social and economic forms which the bourgeoisie opposed to remaining vestiges of the feudal order became, from the 18th century onward, the prevailing forms. Also, that life proceeds within
this framework, and in the tempo and rhythm it dictates, and
thus the problems this fact provokes are precisely the problems of
life; in a word, that culture today is bourgeois culture.... Both
historicism and individualism have their roots in the soil of this
one culture, and though it may seem from several points of view
that they would be sharply conflicting, mutually exclusive opposites, we must nevertheless ask how much this opposition really
amounts to an antagonism....
In the course of German Romanticism the historicist sense grew
to consciousness together with and parallel to Romantic Individualism, and the two were never felt to exclude one another. We
must regard as no accident the way both of these sensibilities rose
to consciousness coincidentally and closely associated with the
first great event of bourgeois culture, and perhaps its most decisive,
the French Revolution, and all that happened around and because
of it....
If we examine even the superficial externals of modern life, we
are struck by the degree to which it has grown uniform, though
it theoretically has engendered a most extreme individualism.
Our clothing has grown uniform, as has the communications system; the various forms of employment, from the employee's viewpoint, have grown ever more similar (bureaucracy, mechanized industrial labor); education and the experiences of childhood are
more and more alike (the effect and increasing influence of bigcity life); and so on. Parallel to this is the ongoing rationalizing
of our life. Perhaps the essence of the modern division of labor,
as seen by the individual, is that ways are sought to make work
independent of the worker's capacities, which, always irrational,
are but qualitatively determinable; to this end, work is organized
according to production outlooks which are objective, superpersonal and independent of the employee's character. This is the
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characteristic tendency of the economics of capitalism. Production
is rendered more objective, and freed from the personality of the
productive agent. An objective abstraction, capital, becomes the
true productive agent in capitalist economy, and it scarcely has an
organic relation with the personality of its accidental owner; indeed, personality may often become superfluous, as in corporations.

Also, scientific methodologies gradually cease to be bound up
with personality. In medieval science a single individual personally would command an entire sphere of knowledge (e.g., chemistry, astrology), and masters passed on their knowledge or "secret"
to the pupils. The same situation was true in the medieval trades
and commerce. But the modern specialized methodologies become
continually more objective and impersonal. The relation between
work and its performers grows more loose; less and less does the
work engage the employee's personality, and conversely, the work
is related ever less to the worker's personal qualities. Thus work
assumes an oddly objective existence, detached from the particularities of individual men, and they must seek means of self-expression outside their work. The relations between men grow
more impersonal as well. Possibly the chief characteristic of the
feudal order was the way men's dependencies and relations were
brought into unity; by contrast, the bourgeois order rationalizes
them. The same tendency to depersonalize, with the substitution
of quantitative for qualitative categories, is manifested in the overall state organization (electoral system, bureaucracy, military organization, etc.). Together with all this, man too develops a view
of life and the world which is inclined toward wholly objective
standards, free of any dependency upon human factors.
The style of the new individualism, especially the aspect of importance to us, is defined by this displacement in the relations of
liberty and constraint. The transformation can be briefly formulated: previously, life itself was individualistic, now men, or rather
their convictions and their outlooks on life, are. Earlier ideology
emphasized constraint, because man felt his place within a binding order to be natural and consistent with the world system; and
yet, all occasions of concrete living offered him the opportunity to
inject his personality into the order of things by means of his
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deeds. Hence a spontaneous and continuous individualism of this
sort was feasible, whereas today it has grown conscious and problematic as a result of the transformation we have sketched. Previously it was-in Schiller's sense-naive, and today sentimental.
The formulation is this, applied to drama: the old drama, by which
we mean here primarily that of the Renaissance, was drama of
great individuals, today's is that of individualism. In other words,
the realization of personality, its per se expression in life, could in
no wise become a theme of earlier drama, since personality was not
yet problematic. It is, in the drama of today, the chief and most
central problem. Though it is true that in most tragedies the action consisted of the clash at some point of someone's maximum
attainment with what lay outside him, and the existing order of
things refused to let a figure rise to the peak of his possibilities
without destroying him, yet this was never associated, consciously
at least, with the blunt concept of maximized attainment. The arrangement of the situation was never such that the tragedy had
necessarily to result, as it were, from the bare fact of willing, the
mere realization of personality. In summary: where the tragedy
was previously brought on by the particular direction taken by the
will, the mere act of willing suffices to induce it in the new tragedy.
Once again Hebbel offers the most precise definition. He stated
that it did not matter for the purposes of drama whether the hero's
fall was caused by good or bad actions.
The realization and maintenance of personality has become on
the one hand a conscious problem of living; the longing to make
the personality prevail grows increasingly pressing and urgent. On
the other hand, external circumstances, which rule out this possibility from the first, gain ever greater weight. It is in this way that
survival as an individual, the integrity of individuality, becomes
the vital center of drama. Indeed the bare fact of Being begins to
turn tragic. In view of the augmented force of external circumstance, the least disturbance or incapacity to adjust is enough to
induce dissonances which cannot be resolved. Just so, the aesthetic of Romanticism regarded tragedy-with a metaphysical rationale and explanation, to be sure-as a consequence of mere
being, and the necessary inevitable consequence and natural correlate of individuation. Thus, the contention of these mutually
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opposed forces is emphasized with increasing sharpness. The sense
of being constrained grows, as does its dramatic expression; likewise the longing grows for a man to shatter the bonds which bind
men, even though the price he pays is his downfall.
Both these tendencies already had become conscious by the
time of Sturm und Drang drama, but-in theory at least-they
were considered as complementary elements serving to differentiate the genres of art. Lenz saw here the distinction between comedy
and tragedy. For him, comedy portrayed society, the men rooted
in it, and relationships against which they were incapable of successful struggle; whereas tragedy presented great personalities,
who challenged relationships and struggled though it might mean
ruin. As early as Goethe's tragedy Gotz and the first dramas of
Schiller, however, relationships are nearly as emphasized as in
Lenz's comedies; moreover, what prevents Lenz's comedies from
qualifying as real tragedies is not to be found in his idea of what
distinguishes the genres (here he was influenced by Diderot and
Mercier).
Thus we can say that the drama of individualism (and historicism) is as well the drama of milieu. For only this much-heightened sense of the significance of milieu enables it to function as a
dramatic element; only this could render individualism truly
problematic, and so engender the drama of individualism. This
drama signals the collapse of 18th-century doctrinaire individualism. What then was treated as a formal contention between ideologies and life, now becomes a portion of content, an integral part
of the historicist drama. Modern life liberates man from many
old constraints and it causes him to feel each bond between men
(since these are no longer organic) as a bondage. But in turn, man
comes to be enclasped by an entire chain of abstract bondages,
which are yet more complicated. He feels, whether or not he is
conscious of it, that every bond whatsoever is bad and so every
bond between men must be resisted as an imposition upon human
dignity. In every case, however, the bondage will prove stronger
than the resistance. In this perspective Schiller's first play is one
typical commencement of the new drama, just as Goethe's play
was in another perspective.
Artistically this all implies, in the first place, a paradox in the
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dramatic representation of character. For in the new drama, compared to the old, character becomes much more important and at
the same time much less important. Our perspective alone determines whether we count its formal significance as everything or as
nothing. Even as the philosophies of Stirner and Marx are basically
drawn from the same source, Fichte, so every modern drama embodies this duality of origin, this dialectic out of the life that gives
it birth. (We perhaps see this conflict most clearly in the historical
dramas of Grabbe.) Character becomes everything, since the conflict is entirely for the sake of character's vital center; for it alone
and for nothing peripheral, because the force disposed of by this
vital center alone determines the dialectic, that is, the dramatic,
quality of drama. Conversely, character becomes nothing, since
the conflict is merely around and about the vital center, solely for
the principle of individuality. Since the great question becomes
one of to what degree the individual will finds community possible, the direction of the will, its strength, and other specifics which
might render it individual in fact, must remain unconsidered.
Thus-and the essence of the stylistic problem is here-character
is led back to more rational causes than ever before, and becomes
at the same time ever more hopelessly irrational. The old drama
was founded in a universal sensibility, unifying and meta-rational,
which circumscribed as well as permeated its composition and
psychology. The old drama's religious origins thus afforded man
what was virtually an unconscious and naive mode of expression.
Indeed, to the extent that this drama grew conscious of its tendency, efforts were made to eliminate it. (Euripides is perhaps the
best example here.) By contrast, the foundations of the new drama
are rational: from its origins it lacks the quality of mystical religious emotion. Only when this emotion once again appears in
life does a real drama again appear; to be sure, it re-emerges at
first as an exclusively artistic demand, but later it seeks to serve as
the unifying foundation of life and art. And yet this meta-rational,
indissoluble sensibility could never again escape the mark of consciousness, of being a posteriori; never could it be once more the
unifying, enveloping atmosphere of all things. Both character and
destiny had acquired a paradoxical duality, had become at once
mystically irrational and geometrically constructed. The expres-
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sion of the meta-rational becomes in this way more mysterious in
psychology than it was earlier, but also, in its technique, more
rational and conceptual. The drama comes to be built upon
mathematics, a complicated web of abstractions, and in this perspective character achieves significance merely as an intersection;
it becomes, as Hofmannsthal once remarked, equivalent to a contrapuntal necessity. And yet, no such systemization can contain
the real sum of what humanity makes out of a human being (and
drama without human beings is inconceivable). Therefore the
dramatic and the characteristic aspects of modern man do not
coincide. That which is truly human in the human being must
remain to a degree outside the drama. Seen in the perspective of
a single life, the personality turns inward, becomes spiritualized,
whereas the outward data in turn become abstract and uniform,
until a true connection between the two is impossible. The data,
actions manifested in the external world, fail to account for the
whole man, who in turn is not able to arrive at an action revelatory of his entire self. (Here lies the most profound stylistic contradiction of the intimate drama: as drama increasingly becomes
an affair of the spirit, it increasingly misses the vital center of
personality.) This-in context with that indissoluble irrationality
whereby man is represented-explains the heavy burden of theory
encumbering much of the new drama. Since the vital center of
character and the intersecting point of man and his destiny do
not necessarily coincide, supplemental theory is brought in to
contrive a dramatic linkage of the two. One could indeed say that
the maintenance of personality is threatened by the totality of
external data. The data perhaps cannot drain the personality
dry-but personality can, by a process of internalization, seek to
flee the individual data, avoiding them, keeping out of contact
with them.
In sum, life as the subject of poetry has grown more epic, or to
be precise, more novelistic than ever (we refer, of course, to the
psychological rather than the primitive form of the novel). The
transposition of life into the drama is achieved only by the symptomatic rendering of the life data. For the significance of life's external particulars has declined, if we regard them with the task in
mind of rendering man dramatic. Thus, the threat to personality
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becomes almost of necessity the subject of theoretical discussion.
Only if the problem is presented abstractly, dialectically, can we
succeed in turning the particular event, which is the basic stuff of
drama, into an event touching upon, and expressive of, dramatic
man's inner essence. The personage must be consciously aware
that in the given case directly involving him, the perpetuation of
his personality is at stake. The new drama is on this account the
drama of individualism: a drama of demands upon personality
made conscious. For this reason men's convictions, their ideologies,
are of the highest artistic importance, for they alone can lend a
symptomatic significance to the naked data. Only they can bring
the vital centers of drama and of character into adjustment. However, this adjustment will always remain problematic; it will never
be more than a "solution," an almost miraculous coherence of mutually antagonistic forces, for the ideology threatens in turn to
reduce character to a "contrapuntal necessity."
Thus heroism in the new drama is quite different from what it
was in the old; and the French tragedie classique relates most intimately to the old in this regard. Heroism is now more passive,
requires less of outward splendor, success, and victory (here again
we refer to Hebbel's theory of suffering and action); but on the
other hand it is more conscious, judicious and, in expression, more
pathetic and rhetorical than was the old. Perhaps we will be somewhat dubious about this last assertion, in view of the sparse simplicity of language in many modern dramas; even so, the essence
of the question here concerns not so much rhetoric or its absence
in direct expression, but rather the underlying tone in the pathetic scenes, and how much or relatively little this approaches
expression. When Hebbel's Clara, Ibsen's Hedda, or even Hauptmann's Henschel dies (to name but the least obtrusively pathetic
denouements) the death partakes of the very same tone as did the
emotions of heroes in Corneille and Racine. In the face of death,
the heroes of Greek and Shakespearian drama were composed;
their pathos consists of bravely looking death in the eye, of proudly
bearing what is not to be averted. The heroes of the new drama
always partake of the ecstatic; they seem to have become conscious
of a sense that death can vouchsafe them the transcendence, greatness, and illumination which life withheld (e.g., the Antigone of
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Sophocles compared with that of Alfieri), and together with this a
sense that death will fulfill and perfect their personalities. This
sense arose only among the spectators in the old drama. That is
why Schopenhauer valued the modern tragedy more highly than
the ancient; he called the tone resignation, and regarded it as the
essence of tragedy. With this the outer event becomes wholly inward-that is, at the moment when the two vital centers coincide
most exactly-and form has in a sense become content. We might
well say that the ancients regarded tragedy naively. The tragedy
is a posteriori to the viewpoint of the acting personages and the
stylistic means. Thus it is not so important that the problem be
thought through to its end. By contrast, in the new tragedies the
tragedy is asserted as primary; the various particular phenomena
of man, life, and the events of drama are all regarded as tragic;
here the tragedy is a priori to life.
A dramatic problem exists in this antimony of an individualism
which relates to the external world within a reduced scope of expressive significations. It is not the only problem. As we have seen,
one of the important new forms of our life results from the slackening and loosening of constraints in the realm of the particular and
the immediate, while the abstract constraints correspondingly
grow and assume augmented force. The individual's sense of autonomy in his relations with others is ever-increasing, he tolerates
less and less any purely personal bond between men, which by its
nature will demand more of personality than do those bonds which
are purely abstract. Simmel provides an interesting case of this
transformation in sensibility. At the beginning of the modern
epoch, he states, should an impoverished Spanish nobleman enter
the personal service of a rich man (i.e., work as a servant or lackey),
he would not lose his title of nobility, whereas he would should
he turn to a trade. In contrast, a young American woman today is
not ashamed to work in a factory, but she does feel shame if she
takes up housework in another's employ. Thus the relations
among men have grown much more complex. For if the realization of personality is not to become a hollow ideology, somebody
must achieve it. But since this someone will feel his personal autonomy to be sacred, he will tolerate intrusion upon it no more
than will those who aspire to be his master. In this way new con-
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flicts result from the new patterning of sensibility, and this at
precisely the juncture where, in the old order of society, the relation of higher to lower rank (master to servant; husband to wife;
parents to children; etc.) found stability, the point where a tradition which dated back countless centuries had the energy to confirm and perpetuate tendencies through which the lives of men
mingled in the most intimate manner. And so again, and in yet
another perspective, the new drama emerges as the drama of individualism. For one of individualism's greatest antimonies becomes its foremost theme: the fact that realization of personality
will be achieved only at the price of suppressing the personalities
of others (which, in turn, require for their realization the ruin of
the personalities of others).
As a formal relationship, this adds a new development to human
relations in drama. Behind a belief that man's full personality is
realized in his relationships with others, lies an emotion, a sensibility that suffuses all of life. When the emotion vanishes or diminishes, characters whose spirit functions chiefly on the basis of
that emotion (the servant, confidante, etc.) will vanish from the
drama. As the emotion ceases to be universal they become no more
than hollow, illusion-disrupting technical properties. This is an
evident fact of the French and Spanish drama, and we might better mention that Kent's whole personality is fulfilled in the relationship to Lear, as is Horatio's in his relationship to Hamlet. By
contrast, in Goethe's first play, and in Schiller's, we find the theme
of a servant at the crucial moment turning against his master
(Weislingen-Franz; Franz Moor-Herman), thus ceasing to exist
merely in relationship to the master. Here the means elude the
one who proposes to use them, they take on new life, become an
end. As in many other realms we see here, too, how purely decorative relationships are shattered by the new life; relations become
more complex, and where once only gestures made contact, psychological bonds and complex reciprocal effects tllhatare barely
expressible are now produced.
The stylistic problem is defined under these conditions, that is,
by displacements in the relations among men as caused by the new
life (the dramatic material) and by the new ways men have of regarding and evaluating their relationships (the dramatic princip-
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ium stilisationis). Limitations set by these possibilities become the
limits of the new drama's expressive potential; and both types of
limitation produce the questions which can set the stylistic problem. Perhaps we may briefly formulate these questions: what kind
of man does this life produce, and how can he be depicted dramatically? What is his destiny, what typical events will reveal it,
how can these events be given adequate dramatic expression?
How does man in the new life relate to the men in the world
about him? We must phrase the question thus, if we wish to arrive
at a man suitable for drama. Man in isolation is not suited to the
drama; no literary art can result from an isolation of human existence which would correspond to the art of portraiture. Literature shows man only in the succession of his feelings and thoughts,
which means it cannot entirely exclude the causes of the feelings
and thoughts; at most it will somewhat conceal a portion of these
causes, that is, the external world, which is their immediate origin.
Every other literary form can if it wishes, however, present causes
as though sprung straight from the soul of man, as though impressions were drawn but from the soul. They can, in other words, depict arbitrarily the relation of man to his external world, showing
it as something other than a web of complex interactions. The dramatic form forbids such an approach, and it moreover focuses relations to the external world in relations to other men. Thus investigation of a man suited for drama coincides with an investigation
of the problem of man's relation to other men. (Elsewhere we have
discussed, and will discuss again, this relation in its totality, i.e.,
so-called destiny, the unity that symbolizes this totality.) How do
men make contact with one another? Or better, what is their maximum potential for approaching one another, and what is the maximum distance they can place between themselves? Better yet, to
what extent is man isolated in modern drama, to what degree is
he alone?
Doubtless the old drama offers numerous examples of incomprehension between men. They can be of social origin, resulting because men of low origins and temperament must always see an
eternal riddle in all refinement. However, this kind of incomprehension is not an aspect of the problem, for it depends merely
upon social distinctions. Other instances are of a moral origin,
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inasmuch as a refined spirit (Claudius says of Hamlet), "being remiss, most generous, and free from all contriving," just cannot
imagine that other men are otherwise. This is the blindness of a
noble soul, confronted by a calculating evil which sees quite
through it. Incomprehension such as this always has a rational
basis, either in the qualities of particular men, or in the consequences of certain specific circumstances. It is part of the dramatic groundplan, built in from the first as a "given." As some men
will understand one another, others will not, and the one relationship is as absolute and constant as the other. Yet the continued
viability of the confidante should be a sign that the potential of
absolute understanding among men was never in doubt. Confidantes are almost eliminated in the modern drama, and where
they remain, they are felt to function as a disruptive technical
device. Now gone out of life is that universal emotion for which
alone they could function as symbol, which lifted them above their
merely technical function so they might appear as the stylization
of a palpable something in reality, rather than a mere convention.
The emotion for which they stood could only have been one of the
absolute possibility of understanding. If we consider the most
complex of these relationships, the one closest to our own emotion,
we will see that the functioning of Horatio vis-a-vis Hamlet only
confirms that no discord of spirits did or could exist between
them; all Hamlet's actions and all his motives are rightly regarded
and valued by Horatio, in their original sense. What one says to
the other is understood and felt as the other understood and felt.
Hamlet-remarkable as this may sound-is thus not alone. When
he dies he does so with sure knowledge that a man lives in whom
his own spirit is mirrored, pure, without the distortion of incomprehension. The new drama has no confidantes, and this is a
symptom that life has robbed man of his faith that he can understand another man; "nous mourrons tous inconnus," Balzac says
somewhere.... I do not allude here to Faust's Alleinsein, nor to
that of Tasso, nor to the loneliness of Grillparzer's Kaiser Rudolf
nor to that of Hebbel's Herodes, next to whom an understanding
friend never stood nor ever could stand. Rather I will direct attention to the first great friendship of the new drama, that between
Carlos and Posa (and, to a lesser degree to be sure, that between
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Clavigo and Carlos); and to that of Kandaule and Gyges, Gregors
Werle and Ekdal, Borkmann and Foldal, etc. This is no result of
spiritual greatness, either, for neither Hebbel's Clara, nor Hauptmann's Henschel, nor Rose Bernd ever finds a person so near to
them as Horatio is to Hamlet. Men become simply incapable of
expressing the truly essential in them and what truly directs their
actions; even should they in rare moments find words to fit the inexpressible, these words will at any rate go unheard past the spirits
of others, or reach them with meaning transformed.
A new element is correspondingly introduced into the dialogue
-or rather, a new style problem confronts dialogue.... What is
said becomes ever more peripheral to what is not expressible. The
melody in dialogue is ever more submerged in the accompaniment,
the openly spoken in the allusion, in silence, in effects achieved
by pauses, change of tempo, etc. For the process which proceeds
exclusively within, which will not even seek for words, which can
not, is better expressed by word groupings than by their sense, and
better by their associative power than by their real meaning, by
their painterly or musical rather than compressive energy. The
more lonely men in drama become (and the development is ever
more in this direction, or at least toward awareness of it), the more
the dialogue will become fragmented, allusive, impressionistic in
form rather than specific and forthright. As a form, monologue is
not capable of fulfilling this task.... A monologue is in fact the
compression of a situation, or else a commentary in programmatic
form upon what will come later. In a monologue the loneliness of
a specific situation is compressed and expressed together with all
that must remain unsaid because of the situation; and certain
matters, at most, remain concealed: shame, for instance. But because the monologue always comes either at the start or the end
of a dialogue, it cannot express the ever-shifting nuances of understanding and incomprehension which evade formulation and
which we speak of here. The new dramatic man is not isolated
because he must conceal certain matters for specific reasons, but
because he strongly feels he wants, and is aware of wanting, to
come together-and knows he is incapable of it....
The only ideology which men will not feel to be an ideology is
one which prevails absolutely and tolerates no opposition or
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doubt; only such a one ceases to be abstract and intellectual and
is entirely transformed into feeling, so that it is received emotionally just as though no problem of value-judgment were ever
involved (e.g., the medieval ideology of Revenge as still found in
Shakespeare, or the dictates of Honor among the Spanish). Until
the ideologies motivating men became relativized, a man was
right or he was wrong. If right, he recognized no relative justification of his opponents whatsoever; nothing might justify them since
they were wrong. Were one to suppose that demonic passions
drove them to transgress norms which otherwise were absolutely
binding, then the nature of the motivating forces was itself enough
to forbid sympathy for the others' state of mind, especially with
opponents. The final implication of a struggle between persons
was such that one could scarcely see in the opponent anyone less
than a mortal enemy, and this is precisely because the struggle was
irrational. How different are conflicts where the individual is
taken for the mere proxy of something external to him, something
objective, conflicts where the pairing of particular opponents is
virtually accidental, the result of intersected necessities. This is
why the man of Shakespeare's time, ripping and tearing his opponent in the wild grip of unbridled passions, could hardly be
thought to conceive a sense of community with those whom he
destroyed and who destroyed him....
In the main, this explains why intrigue has become superfluous
and even disruptive. When every action can be "understood,"
man's wickedness (though its forms remain unchanged) can no
longer be regarded as the ultimate cause of events (as, e.g., Shakespeare's Iago still was). The Count in Lessing's Emilia Galotti
represents the first stage of this development; and, after the wild
excesses of his initial dramas, Schiller comes to this point almost
against his will, in the opinion of Philipp. Again it is Hebbel who
grasps the situation in its theoretical purity, when he declares that
a dramatist's worth is in inverse ratio to the number of scoundrels
he requires.... In this way the tragic experience is elevated entirely into the realm of absolute necessity. Everything which is
merely personal, merely empirical, disappears from it, even from
its form as a phenomenon. Nothing remains but the bare tragic
content, a perspective upon life in the form of inevitably tragic
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conflicts.... In this way the dramatic conflicts grow not merely
more profound, but at either side of certain limits they vanish entirely. All becomes a matter of viewpoint. The subjective extreme
descends from the minds of acting personages, as it were, and into
the very foundations of the play. Whether or not a matter is tragic
becomes strictly a matter of viewpoint. The tragi-comedy appears,
a genre of art whose essence is that an event played out before us is,
at one and the same time, inseparably comic and tragic. The genre
has little positive significance and it is simply impracticable in performance, since the simultaneous duality of vision cannot become
spontaneous experience, and the tragic aspect in a comic situation,
or the comic in a tragic situation, will only be felt subsequently
and then for the most part intellectually. Thus, though this sort
of effort may deepen comedy from the perspective of a Weltanschauung, it nevertheless disrupts the purity of style and keeps
tragedy to the level of the banal and trivial, if indeed it is not distorted into grotesquery....
The conflicts become ever more decisively and exclusively inward, they become so much an affair of man's spirit that they can
scarcely be communicated to others; and no data, no actions may
be conceived which might express the conflicts, leaving nothing in
reserve. Thus does action become not merely superfluous (for the
release of tragic emotions does not inherently require it), but it
may be felt as positively disruptive. Often enough action is no more
than an accidental instigation of the real event, which occurs
somewhere beyond its reach and independent of it. "Our life has
become too inward," Hebbel laments, "and barring a miracle, it
will never again become external." Goethe too was aware of the
immense advantages which Shakespeare had over him; for in his
time the decisive conflicts might still occur in a form which worked
strongly upon the senses....
The new life lacks a mythology; what this means is that the thematic material of tragedies must be distanced from life artificially.
For the aesthetic significance of mythology is twofold. In the first
place it projects, in the concrete symbols of concrete fables, man's
vital emotions concerning the most profound problems of his life.
These fables are not so rigid that they cannot incorporate displacements of the general sensibility, should these occur. Should
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it happen, however, the retained elements will always outweigh the
added elements; the perceptible event will amount to more than
the new way of valuing it. The second aspect, and possibly the
more important, is that the tragic situation so expressed is held at
a constant natural distance from the public-a constant distance,
since the event is projected into vast dark distances of time. A
natural distance, since subject and content, and indeed form, have
been molded in the public's midst as something their own life partakes of, something passed along from their ancestors and without
which life itself could scarcely be imagined. Whatever can be made
into myth is by its nature poetic. This means, in the always paradoxical fashion of every poetic work, that it is both distant and
near to life, and bears in itself, without conscious stylization, the
real and irreal, the naive and all-signifying, the spontaneous and
symbolic, adornment and simple pathos. At its origins, or in the
process of turning the past into myth (as for instance, Shakespeare
with the War of the Roses), everything that is accidental or superfluous or derives from the individual will, or depends for its effect upon the willfulness of individual taste-everything which,
despite its "interestingness," renders the profound trivial-is torn
from the subjects of poetry....
The bourgeois drama is by nature problematic, as theory and
practice both agree, and countless circumstantial and formal signs
indicate. Apart from the general stylistic problems of any new
drama, drama becomes problematic at its base as soon as its subject is a bourgeois destiny enacted among bourgeois personages.
The thematic material of bourgeois drama is trivial, because it is
all too near to us; the natural pathos of its living men is nondramatic and its most subtle values are lost when heightened into
drama; the fable is willfully invented and so cannot retain the
natural and poetic resonance of an ancient tradition. In consequence, most modern dramas are historical, whether they are set
in a definite epoch or the timeless past, and, in view of the foregoing, their historicity gains new meaning. History is meant as a
substitute for mythology, creating artificial distances, producing
monumentality, clearing away trivia and injecting a new pathos.
However, the distance to be gained by projecting back in history
is more conscious than formerly, and it is for this reason less spir-
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ited and forced to appeal more to the facts, forced, because more
timid, to cling more strongly to empirical data. The essence of historical distancing is that it substitutes what happened long ago
for what happens today. But always, one event takes the place of
another; never does a symbol replace a reality. (Naturally I am
not concerned here with trivial "historical truth." A modern fantasy drama is historical; it is less free of the facts than are Shakespeare's historical dramas.)...
Tragedy itself has become problematic. There are, that is, no
longer any absolute, overriding, external, easily discerned criteria
by which one judges whether a given man and a given destiny are
tragic. The tragic becomes strictly a matter of viewpoint, andimportant as a problem of expression-strictly an inward, spiritual problem. Something becomes tragic only by the suggestive
force of expression, and only spiritual intensities can lend the
pathos of tragedy to it.... This is why the heroism of the new
drama has grown more stylized, more rhetorical, than in the old:
the heroism of the hero must be asserted consciously. On the one
hand, this serves to hold his tragic experience at the distance of
tragedy, as compared to the corresponding events of his life which
will refuse to assume a tragic figuration. On the other hand, this
affords the possibility of lending a certain force of pathos, of naysaying significance, to this destiny within the drama, which otherwise lacks the means to render itself objectively conspicuous. What
is essential in the hero, what involves him in tragedy, is in this
fashion overtly stylized on the plan of a conscious heroism. Dramatic character depiction becomes artificed, hard, places distance
between itself and life, whenever it endeavors to rise to tragedy.
And the more it aspires to the true tragic peaks of life, or attains
them, the more will it be gripped by an obstinate and cold majesty,
which will in turn exclude more and more of life's richness and
subtleties....
The stylization, however, can no longer be simply the pathos of
abstract and conscious heroism. It can be only the stylization of a
single quality, exaggerated to a degree beyond any found in life,
so that this single quality will be seen to rule the entire man and
his destiny as well. To use the language of life, a pathology will be
needed. For what does such extremism signify, if not a kind of ill-
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ness, a pathological overgrowth of a certain specific into the whole
life of a man? ...
Pathology is a technical necessity and as such is related to the
problems we have sketched-as even Schiller could sense, when he
wrote of Goethe's Iphigenie: "On the whole, Orestes is the most
self-aware among them; without the Furies he would not be Orestes, and yet, since the cause of his condition is not perceptible to
the eye, but remains wholly in his spirit, his condition becomes an
overly long and unrelieved torment without an object."
When a mythology is absent-which explains why this case is
perhaps more striking than others-the basis on which everything
must be justified is character. When the motivations are wholly
based upon character, however, the wholly inward origin of this
destiny will drive the character relentlessly to the limits of pathology. The non-pathological Orestes of Aeschylus was driven from
without by what drives Goethe's from within; what once was destiny, becomes character for the modern poets. When we find a
pathological trait in one or another personage of the ancient poets
(Heracles, Ajax, Lear, Ophelia, etc.), then it is the destiny of that
personage to so become and his tragedy is that this is what becomes
of him; but his tragedy does not originate in his being so. Even
where the tragedy is built upon a pathological situation, as in
Phaedra, it is still projected entirely from without: the gods have
inflicted it. Perhaps this seems only a technical problem; it may
appear to matter little whether Orestes is pursued by the Furies
or his own heated imagination, whether it is the witches' enticing
words which bring Macbeth's stormy hunger for power to ripeness,
or whether Holophernes seeks his own ruin. In practice, however,
we will see that what comes from without, what is sent upon man
by the gods, is universal; it is destiny. In the same way, to the same
degree, it might happen to anyone, and in the final analysis it becomes a destiny without reference to the composition of the particular character-or at any rate, not solely with reference to it.
But when all has become an inner event and can follow only from
the character-if, indeed, all is not so infinitely far from the nature
of the concerned that they become incapable of dramatic action
(as Oswald, Rank)-its intensity must be heightened into an ill-
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ness if it is to be seen and heard. In pathology and in it alone lies
the possibility of rendering undramatic men dramatic. Nothing
else is capable of lending them that concentration of action, that
intensity of the senses, which will make the act and the situation
symbolic and raise the figures above the ordinary, above the everyday. Says Kerr, "in disease we find the permitted poetry of naturalism.... The figure is lent infinitely more dimensions and yet
can be justified in reality." ...
We must therefore ask whether today pathology is to be avoided,
if the content and form of life are to be expressed in dramatic
form. It is a tendency destructive of the true dramatic essence,
since it relegates causation to the Universal and becomes lost in
a maze of psychological subtleties and imponderables. But can we
see another possibility that remains open to the drama?...
As we see, it is a question transcending the realm of purely artistic or technical problems. To solve this technical task becomes
a problem of life itself: it becomes a search for the vital center of
life. For the ancients and their drama, this question offered no
problem; the vital center was their point of departure and everything else grouped itself around it.... Now the vital center is invented by the poet himself; no longer is it to be discovered, except
as an inspiration or vision, as a profound philosophy or the intuition of genius; and even then, on an individual basis, as a particular, thus wholly accidental, insight....
This is the crux of the paradox: the material of drama consists
of the interrelatedeness of ethical systems, and the dramatic structure which arises from this relationship is aesthetic-formal. From a
different viewpoint, what is involved is an equilibrium of forces,
of aesthetic interrelations, and this equilibrium can be achieved
only in the medium of ethics. More simply, so long as tragedy did
not become ethically problematic, either inwardly or outwardly,
the pure aesthetics of structure functioned quite naturally: from
a given beginning only a single given result can follow, since the
ethical structure is a given precondition known to the poet and
public alike. But when ethics cease to be a given, the ethical knotting within the drama-thus, its aesthetics-has to be created;
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whereupon ethics, as the cornerstone of the artistic composition,
move necessarily into the vital center of motivation. In this way
the great and spontaneous unity of ethics and aesthetics, within
the tragic experience, commences to be the problem.
Translated by LEE BAXANDALL

